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The Seven Signs of a Changing Economy™ 
 

“What to look for, where to find it and what to do when you see trends 
changing!” 

As of May 2016 
 

Summary 

 
Guess which metro city I was in this month where, with my social  
scientist hat on, I observed 12 cranes building new buildings over 
downtown, new car tags seemed to be abundant, and the number 
of people made it very difficult, and expensive, to park my car! 
 
Take a guess: 
  New York? 
  San Francisco? 
  Phoenix? 
 
Nope!  This was observed as I drove to a meeting in the old hometown—
downtown Denver! 
 
I have to tell you that I have not been in the downtown Denver area for quite 
some time, so I was very surprised.  Very!  But, I’m not sure why.  My travels for 
business and pleasure have taken me to all of the above cities and many more, 
both here and abroad, and it is pretty much the same story in each. 
 
If you were to slow down for a moment as you go through your daily routine of 
shopping, travel, entertainment, etc. you would likely see “it” too. 
 
The “it” is the people causing the cranes over downtown everywhere, the new car 
tags, the full restaurants.  There are 92,000,000 people in what is called the 
millennial generation and it is the biggest generation in the history of planet 
earth—even the baby boomers, which was the biggest at 77,000,000! (Source: 
Goldman Sachs) 
 
These 92,000,000 were born between in 1980 and 2000.  That makes the front 
age 36 and the tail, born in 2000, age 16.  We all understand that most of us go 
through life doing pretty predictable things, like moving out of our parents house, 
renting an apartment, buying our first car, getting married, buying our first house, 
having a child, getting a dog, etc.  We also know from government statistics what 
age, on average, that we will do each of these!  
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On average we: 
 Move out at age 18-19 and rent an apartment 
 Get married at 25.5 
 Have our first child at 27.5 
 Buy our first house at age 31 
 
These 92,000,000 people are just getting warmed up and, in my opinion, will 
continue to grow our economy for years to come.  Is it possible that we will have 
air pockets in the economy as we trend up?  That’s normal, the future is always a 
scary place.  However, when you look at data like this, it has to give us all some 
level of knowing what could be around the corner, and that may be better than it 
appears.  Again, people are predictable.  They will spend money on houses, cars 
and stuff for years to come, so that base is a given. 
 
With this base understanding, we might be more confident that the companies in 
Corporate America that make the goods and services available to this group 
should also do well.  As investors, I feel we should then do well by investing in 
the companies that make and distribute all the products and services this group 
will be buying. 
 
To do that, we want to diversify so that we own large companies, medium size 
companies and small companies.  We want to buy companies that represent 
solid value and also those that offer the potential for growth.  We should also own 
companies that are outside the U.S. as those also sell goods and services to 
people here. 
 
With a well thought out investment strategy put inside a well thought out structure 
like our WSG “The Rules of Clarity™”, we believe our clients will do well.  Our 
goal is to tweak this process in an effort to attain market level returns while 
incurring less risk and less volatility, where and when possible. 
 
“Patience” and “time” are key components to successful investment results.  
They come in very handy when we hit rough patches like last September and this 
past January through early February.  They will also likely be handy as we enter 
the summer doldrums, especially with a presidential election in November.  
However, as you will see in this month’s update, all Seven Signs of a Changing 
Economy™ remain positive.  Some more positive than others, but all positive.  In 
my opinion, as we leave 2016, the annual returns will be positive, but a thoughtful 
investment strategy of inside your well planned asset structure that is based on 
your constraints for time, risk and volatility is where the confidence to stay the 
course will come from. 
 
Of course, we are very good at creating structures and strategies like these.  If 
you think your plan needs to be freshened up, or if you know someone in your 
family, work or social circle who could benefit from a “second opinion”, feel 
welcome to call, email or just stop by the office.   
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This month’s Seven Signs are updated below.  As always, I have added some 
unique insight with my comments.  Just scroll down to view these now. 
 
Your thoughts, comments and discussion are welcome.  Please call me at 303-
933-2107 or e-mail me at Jlunney@wealthstratgroup.com. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
James O. Lunney, CFP®, CEP 
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER Professional 
Certified Estate Planner 
 
The Wealth Strategies Group was founded by James O. Lunney under the 
guiding principle that comprehensive wealth counseling combined with 
independent investment advice will provide high net worth clients with complete 
trust in our competence, execution and integrity. 
 
P.S. Please join me for our monthly conference call on The Seven Signs of 
a Changing Economy.  You have the option of calling in or listening live for free 
from your computer.  To call in, simply dial 347-826-7481.  There is no access 
code needed.  To listen live from your computer, go to our website, 
www.wealthstratgroup.com, and click on the “LISTEN LIVE” button on the home 
page.  You will be sent directly to our page on the Blog Talk Radio website and 
you can click on the link there.  Instead of having a live Q & A session at the end 
of the call, you can now e-mail your question to me prior to the call at 
JLunney@wealthstratgroup.com and I will address them after my commentary on 
The Seven Signs of Economic Change. 
 
The call is always on the first Thursday of each month at 1:00 p.m. 
MST/3:00 p.m. EST, unless otherwise noted.  Please mark your calendar to 
join me for the next call on Thursday, June 16, 2016. 
 
We encourage you to invite people from your family, work and social circle to join 
in the call.  Just forward my e-mail notification to your e-mail list.  It is very timely 
information and in the volatile investment environment a second opinion may be 
greatly appreciated in these uncertain times. 

 
 

1) Indicator: Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) 
 Where to find it: www.bea.gov 
 What to look for: Consumer spending increases or decreases for three 

consecutive months 

 
(Positive) 
Let’s set the stage so this month’s Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE) 
data can be viewed in perspective, as the data in and of itself doesn’t always 
mean anything in particular. 
 

mailto:Jlunney@wealthstratgroup.com
http://www.wealthstratgroup.com/
mailto:JLunney@wealthstratgroup.com
http://www.bea.gov/
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The first quarter of the last three years plus 2016 are posted here: 
 
Year  Jan  Feb  March  Avg 1Q 
2013  +.1  +.3  +.3  +.23% 
2014  - .3  +.3  +.6  +.20% 
2015  +.2    .0  +.2  +.13% 
 
2016    .0  +.3    .0  +.10% 
 
Each year went on to close with solid full year PCE growth. 
 
2013 +3.40% 
2014 +2.80% 
2015 +2.5% 
 
Granted, the 1Q2016 PCE data is weak, and weaker than I would have 
expected!  However, when I look at related data there appears to be a 
reallocation of priorities taking place and it isn’t necessarily a bad one. 
 
For example, as you will see in Sign #4 (Employment) more people are working 
than before the “Great Recession”, as 14.4 million jobs have been created since 
January 2010 versus 8.8 million jobs lost between 2008 and 2010.   
 
Contrary to popular belief they are also earning more money.  We see this in 
personal current taxes paid data that is released each month by the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (BEA) via the Personal Income and Outlays Report.  The last 
three years plus this year are posted here: 
 
Year  1Q Federal Taxes Paid 
2013  $12.1 billion 
2014  $18.3 billion 
2015  $11.6 billion 
 
2016  $23.1 billion 
 
So, if more people have jobs and are making more money, why aren’t they 
spending it?  The data suggests that for now they are paying off outstanding 
debt, which is now at the lowest level since 1980 (Source: JP Morgan Asset 
Management, Guide to the Markets, March 31, 2016. 
 
Without question, the 1Q2016 Consumer Spending data is weak.  That said, it is 
up!  Perhaps, and this is what I believe, the U.S. consumer is going to emerge 
and cause yet another “Spring Zing” in the data.  Perhaps they come out of the 
house after a long winter of paying down debt and saving money with a pent up 
demand for new cars (it is already true, see Sign #4 below), houses (if builders 
can build them fast enough) and “stuff”. 
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I don’t think there is a wooden stake through the heart of the consumer quite yet, 
but the data is weak and we will continue to watch this most important sign of the 
seven, very closely.  For now, Sign #1 remains weak, but positive.  
 

2) Indicator: Institutional Money Flow 
 Where to find it: www.wordenbrothers.com or 

www.barrons.com/convictionoftraders 
 What to look for: Increasing or decreasing prices on high volume of large 

block trades 

 
(Positive) 
About the most bullish thing you can observe when looking at money flow is a 
market that has increased in value to within a few points of the all-time high.  As 
noted in last month’s issue of The Seven Signs of a Changing Economy™ (read 
it here), there were a few possible reasons for the continued upward trend: 
 

 Institutional “short sale” covering of the “stubborn” $1 trillion 

 Selling exhaustion by small retail investors 

 Japanese “carry trade” buying more risky assets. 
 
Well, here we are just one month later and we can add the complexity of the 
calendar to our list of things to think about.  Specifically, the term we refer to as 
“Sell in May and go away”. 
 
This term is what some investors do based on market results over many years, 
note to self, this has not worked very well over the last few years.  But, 
historically investors have been rewarded with higher returns when invested 
between November 1st and April 30th than from May 1st through October 31st, 
hence the “Sell in May and go away”.  This usually doesn’t work for those of us 
who pay taxes. 
 
What we can observe is that last month the small retail investor continued to sell 
with a total net outflow of $11.92 billion from equity investments versus last 
month’s $.5 billion. (Source: Lipper Fund Flows / Thompson Reuters 4/27/2016) 
 
We can also observe that the risk appetite from other countries has increased.  
Specifically, from Japan.  What has happened in Japan over the last month is 
that the Japanese currency, the yen, has dropped against the dollar.  This has 
been a trend for some time, but this month the Japanese government officials 
passed on additional plans to stimulate the economy.  Their currency dropped 
over 5% versus the U.S. dollar.  So what?  You might be asking.  Well, it works 
like this when interest rates are nearly zero to slightly negative in Japan, it frees 
up the money managers to borrow money cheaply in a currency that is going 
down.  They use the money to buy a currency that is going up versus theirs, like 
U.S. dollars, and invest here.  If all goes well, they make a solid investment 
return in the U.S. in addition to the gain in the dollars they hold before converting 
back to the yen at lower prices.  Thus, they plan to make money in our market, 

http://www.wordenbrothers.com/
http://www.barrons.com/convictionoftraders
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make money in our currency and then make money as they convert the 
appreciated dollars back into the depressed yen. 
 
This is called the “carry trade”.  If the yen continues to decline versus the U.S. 
dollar it means a great deal of money could flow to U.S. equity. 
 
Low interest rates here and abroad, potential short covering, the carry trade, etc., 
combined with reasonably fair valuations of Corporate America, suggest values 
have a base from which to trend higher.  Of course, after those who “sell in May 
and go away”, actually do.   
 
Sign #2 remains positive. 
 

3) Indicator: Leading Economic Indicators (LEI) 
 Where to find it: www.businesscycle.com or 

www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-
economy/globalindicators.html 

 What to look for: Trends up or down for three to four months 

 
(Positive) 
In a healthy economic expansion, the Leading Economic Index (LEI) should tick 
up +.2 percent to +.3% month over month with declines that occur infrequently. 
 
Knowing this, let’s have a look at the LEI data so you can come to your own 
conclusion: 
 
For the last 12 months the LEI reported: 
 
2015 
April +.7 
May +.7 
June +.6 
July +.2 
August +.1 
September -.2 
October +.6 
November +.4 
December -.2 
2016 
January -.2 
February +.1 
March +.2 
 
What is your observation? 
 
I see four declines in the last twelve months with a few hot spots of +.7, +.6. etc.  
The LEI is a tool used to predict what the economy will be doing six to nine 
months in the future. 

http://www.businesscycle.com/
http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-economy/globalindicators.html
http://www.newyorkfed.org/research/global-economy/globalindicators.html
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Knowing that six of the ten indicators that make up the LEI were positive and that 
of the six, three were what I consider to be key indicators of future economic 
growth, i.e. 
 

 ISM New Orders Index 

 Manufacturers’ for non-defense capital goods, excluding aircraft 

 Manufacturers’ new orders for consumer goods and materials 
 
My observation is that we expect more of the same economic growth six to nine 
months from now.  As noted above in Signs #1 and #4 below, that’s not all that 
bad. 
 
Sign #3 remains positive. 

 

4) Indicator: Employment rate and after-tax personal income 
 Where to find it: www.bls.gov 
 What to look for: A flattening, then downward trend in non-farm 

employment with a flattening to decreasing after-tax 
income would be a negative indicator.  The appropriate 
trend would, of course, be a positive trend indication 

 
 

 
 

Sign #4 remains positive this month.  As you can see in this chart from the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the trend since the Great Recession is quite 
good and this report for April 2016 shows 160,000 new jobs were created. 
 
Since the Great Recession I have written a great deal about needed 200,000 
new jobs per month to re-employ people laid off during the recession and to 

http://www.bls.gov/
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employ the young people entering the labor force for the first time.  And, we have 
done that.  Between 2008 and 2010 8.8 million jobs were lost.  From 2010 to 
2015 14.4 million jobs have been created.  Thus, 200,000 is still a valid number, 
but it is not quite as urgent as it was.  So, 160,000 new jobs works. 
 
“But” this month’s 160,000 new jobs report included 233,000 jobs created via the 
telephone survey we called the birth/death model.  This is not the birth or death 
of people, but of jobs.  If the BLS calls your business to see how many people 
you hired and you don’t answer your phone, because you went out of business, 
they assume that everyone just got a job somewhere else.  Hence, the fiction of 
the model. 
 
This month’s report just feels off to me!  It suggests that without the fictional jobs 
from the birth/death model survey there were actually 73,000 jobs lost.  This data 
does get adjusted, so it is not a trend and it is not alarming, but it is something I 
have not seen before. 
 
The good news in the jobs data was that the 4-week moving average of initial 
claims for unemployment came in at the lowest level in years.  Thus, people are 
staying in their jobs, not as many being laid off, etc. 
 
This month is clearly choppy data and it is not, as noted above, a trend.  It is on 
our radar screen as “odd” and next month will need to show more clarity or this 
very important data point could be rolling toward neutral.  But this month, Sign #4 
remains positive. 

 

5) Indicator: Durable goods spending 
 Where to find it: www.census.gov/indicator/www/m3 
 What to look for: An increasing or decreasing trend, especially a trend of 

four to five months out of six would be a positive or 
negative sign 

 
(Positive) 
These long shelf-life items like non-perishable, non-fashion items are usually the 
first to show signs of a slowing economy.  Remember, these are items we can do 
without, if need be.  New orders increased +.8% and are up two of the last three 
months.  Shipments decreased -.50% and have been down three of the last four 
months.  Inventories were statistically unchanged this month and this follows two 
consecutive monthly increases.    
 
Keeping with this month’s theme of comparing 1Q data to prior 1Q data, here is 
how new orders stack up. 
 

2010  +3.7% 
2011  +2.0% 
2012  - 6.2% 
2013  - 3.8% 
2014  +3.8% 

http://www.census.gov/indicator/www/m3
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2015  +5.4% 
 
Six year average  
1Q new orders  = +.82 
 
Take out the best and worst and average the remaining four results and you 
have a 1Q trailing six year average of +1.425%, versus 1Q2016 at 2.9%. 
 
I honestly don’t believe I tortured the data into telling a story different than reality, 
or the truth, but here are two headlines I read based on this same data: 
 

 “Durable Goods orders increased +.8% in March, missing the estimate of 
+1.6%” (Source: Dent Digest April 2016) 

 “Rebound in U.S. durable goods orders below expectations” (Source: 
Reuters April 26, 2016) 

 
What we can quantifiably measure is that global trade is not shrinking!  DP World 
reported its shipping containers’ value rose +2.4% in 1Q2016.  Maersk’s shipping 
container business also increased its value at close to the same level.  We see 
similar anecdotal evidence via the significant increase in traffic with our U.S. 
transportation companies.  You know the names, just go to www.bigcharts.com 
and look at the detail. 
 
As noted at the top of Sign #4, these are items we can do without, if need be, yet 
the 1Q2016 data is very good.  To me, this suggests consumers are continuing 
to purchase items they could do without, further suggesting the slowdown in 
Personal Consumption Expenditures (PCE) in sign #1 above could be an 
aberration versus the beginning of a negative trend. 
 
Sign #5 remains positive. 

 

6) Indicator: S&P 500 Earnings per Share growth 
 Where to find it: www.standardandpoors.com 
 What to look for: Two quarters of S&P 500 earnings per-share growth, up 

being a positive trend and down being a negative trend 

 
(Positive) 
In last month’s issue of The Seven Signs of a Changing Economy™ I greatly 
reduced the 1Q2016 earnings estimate for the S&P 500, our measure of 
earnings for Corporate America.   
 
Based on estimates from Yardini Research, 2016 S&P 500 earnings could be 
$121.82 / share, while FactSet Research estimates $124.43 per share.  Last 
month I used the lower estimate of $121.82 to calculate the estimate for Fair 
Market Value (FMV) using our business school rule of thumb, “The Rule of 20”. 
 
Remember, this reduction in the earnings estimate was reduced to account for 
the drastic drop in the earnings in energy companies.  In addition, the first quarter 

http://www.bigcharts.com/
http://www.standardandpoors.com/
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of 2016 saw the stronger U.S. dollar negatively impact the overall earnings of 
Corporate America.  When these large multi-national companies sell products 
overseas, their revenues are reduced when converted back into the higher 
valued U.S. dollars. 
 
Thus, full year 2016 earnings estimates for the S&P 500 are again reduced and 
are now looking to be closer to $120.50 per share. 
 
To calculate the “Fair Market Value” we like to use the “Rule of 20”. 
 
To use the “Rule of 20” you should subtract the inflation rate from 20.  I will use 
the same inflation rate the BEA used in calculating the U.S. Gross Domestic 
Product in their “second” estimate released on March 25, 2016, which was 
+.96%.  This becomes your multiplier and is multiplied by the respective year’s 
earnings per share to calculate the estimate of Fair Market Value. 
 

 2016 S&P 500 earnings estimate = $120.50 

 $120.50 x 19.04 = 2,294.32 
 
As of 4/29/2016 the S&P 500 trades at 2,065.30 (an 11.09% discount to FMV) 
 
As a point of interest, I will also note here that JP Morgan Asset Management 
estimates 1Q2016 earnings will be the lowest of the four quarters in 2016 due to 
the major negative impact of energy companies.  As these are already bouncing 
up, JP Morgan estimates 2Q2016 to be +15.4% higher and increasing in 3Q2016 
and 4Q2016 as well. 
 
A research piece I recently read was titled “Daily Wealth” by Dr. Steve 
Sjuggerud.  In the issue, Dr. Sjuggerud presented research that added the 
price/earnings ratio to the 90-day T-bill rate.  The research quantifiably showed 
that when the total of the two was under the historic average of 20, the returns 
were above average.  When above +22 it was considered the danger zone.  
Based on this I did some quick math to see the forward price earnings ratio 
calculated above is 17.14x.  The 90-day T-bill as of 4/30/2016 is .25. 
 
17.14 +.25 = 17.39, which is well below the average of 20 and very much below 
Dr. Sjuggerud’s 22 level danger zone. 
 
This is interesting detail, so I thought I would share it this month. 
 
For now Sign #6 remains positive.  

 

7) Indicator: Inflation/deflation numbers 
 Where to find it: www.bls.gov/ppi/ or www.bls.gov/cpi/ 
 What to look for: An interruption to the consistent but modest increase in 

the cost we all pay for goods and services 

 
 (Positive) 

http://www.bls.gov/ppi/
http://www.bls.gov/cpi/
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At this time inflation, as measured by The Consumer Price Index (CPI) remains 
stuck right around the 1% level.  This is the inflation rate for items we purchase at 
the household level, but the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) does exclude 
those volatile items like energy and housing.  If added back in, the inflation rate 
would, in my opinion, be higher than this month’s CPI reported level of an 
annualized +.9%. 
 
The Producer Price Index (PPI) measure the cost increases happening at the 
manufacturing input level and those too, were reported at an annualized inflation 
rate of +.9%.  So, as noted last month, inflation and deflation remain in check.  
Not too hot, not too cold, just right. 
 
The inflation rate is used in the calculation of the U.S. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP), which is all of the goods and services our country produces, to adjust it 
for “real” growth. 
 
On April 28, 2016 the BEA reported the real annualized rate of GDP growth was 
+.5%.  Keep in mind this is the “advanced estimate” for the first quarter of 2016 
and there will be two more updates before the 1Q2016 GDP is final. 
 
Personally, I thought the “advanced estimate” would be closer to +1.25%, and it 
still could be by the time the final GDP number is inked.  However, bad news 
sells.  It seems people are addicted to bad news. When I share these monthly 
updates, which have been positive for years, you can almost feel the vibe change 
to that “how could your data be positive, don’t you read the news” feeling. 
 
Well, to answer the question, yes, I read the news.  I see what everyone else 
sees in the news, but then I look at the quantifiable data from reliable sources 
and it screams a completely different story. 
 
Think about the following the next time Scott Pelley tells you about the next 
“Black Swan” event on the CBS Evening News: 
 
In 1999, as we entered the Black Swan event named the “Tech Wreck”, our GDP 
was $12.32 trillion.  By the time the wreck was over in 2003, the GDP was 
$13.53 trillion – not a bad wreck! 
 
As we entered the next Black Swan event in 2007 named the Great Recession, 
our GDP was $14.99 trillion and as we left that event in 2009, the GDP was off 
slightly to $14.54 trillion.  Not bad for the worst economy since the Great 
Depression.   
 
Now as we have collectively wrung our hands and worried ourselves into a 
permanent state of angst, the GDP has grown to $17.93 trillion as we left 2015. 
 
Even if GDP grows at this slower level, we will top $18 trillion in GDP in 2016.  
That is a +50% larger economy than when we were in the Tech Wreck.  Again, 
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once the calculation for higher energy costs are added in for 2016, we will likely 
be looking at a +1.5% full year 2016 GDP. 
 
Things are better than they appear and Sign #7 remains positive! 

 
 

*The Rule of 20 is in this calculation implying, and using, a price/earnings ratio, 
which is the valuation ratio of a company’s current share price compared to its 
per-share earnings.  Thus, 18x the expected Earnings per Share.  Both EPS and 
the multiple of 18 could drop.  The earnings could be reduced due to the 
consumers spending less.  The multiplier of 18 could drop to, say 8 for example, 
if investors were to get scared and become risk adverse.  All of a sudden 8 x 
$120.50 turns the 2294.32 2016 FMV into 964and even worse if earnings were to 
drop below the example of $120.50/share!  This is the multiplier risk and earnings 
risk I personally worry about.  It may never occur, but what an unfortunate event 
it would be if it did and we had not prepared for it as a possibility.  Thus, I am 
glad we have! 

 

   

 
The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not 
intended to provide specific advice for every client. 

 
All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results.  All 
indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. 
 
•The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as 
predicted and there can be no guarantee that strategies promoted will be 
successful.  
•Stock investing involves risk including potential loss of principal 
•Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the US government as 
to the timely payment of principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a 
fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.  
•The Dow Jones Industrial Average is comprised of 30 stocks that are major 
factors in their industries and widely held by individuals and institutional 
investors.  
•The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 
stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy 
through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all 
major industries. 
 
There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or 
outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against 
market risk. 
 
International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and 
political instability and may not be suitable for all investors 


